
#

83

Captain

NO

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6061 232 4.68 1.53 33 3/8 9 5/8 34 7.64 4.53 118 18

61

MEASURABLES

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST Play Strength, Drive Blocking, Finding Seams, Mental Toughness 

WORST

INJURIES

Balanced run/ passing scheme that allows him to work out of a 2pt-3pt stance. 

2013 wks #3 & 5- Shoulder, #6 & 7- Knee, wk# 11- Ankle 2014- wk# 8- Hamstring, wk #10 

& 11- Ribs, wk #14 -Foot 2015- wk# 6 Quad, #12 Ribs- IR 

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed

2014- 916 YDS, 57.3 YPG, 10.2 YPC, 6 TD's, Ctch % 70 2015-439 YDS, 39.9 YPG, 8.3 YPC, 3 

TD’s, Ctch 66.3%. His production was down 50% compared to 2014 due to being placed on 

IR and missing 5 games. 

Starter that has good value as run blocking, pass catching TE.  He has good ability push the 

LOS with his play strength and find seams v zone coverage, tracks the ball well in the air on 

vertical routes, and has the quickness to make yards after the catch. He also could return 

kicks in a pinch.

2015- v. ARZ, @SEA, v. OAK, v. MIN, @STL

A 9Yr starting Y & H TE since 2013 for the Chicago Bears, in Adam Gase’s, Erhardt-Perkins Scheme with

emphasis on a combination of zone blocking, power-run principles. He has won 95 out of 127 games in his NFL

Career which include years spent with DAL and NYG. Has above average frame with very good arm length and

hand size. Good height and weight displaying good athletic ability with good balance and quickness having good

agility and explosiveness. Shows good initial quickness off the snap when coming out of a 2pt and 3pt stance

with a good ability to stutter step and use his hand strength to defeat jams. Good mental processing to read

coverages and find open areas in Zone Coverage with soft hands to catch balls away from his body. Has good

route stem on all routes at the move point to create separation vs good LBs and solid DBs in Man Coverage.

Good ball tracking skills displaying good balance and body adjustment to balls in his catch radius using good

concentration skills to catch balls in traffic and take hits. Good mental toughness to make key catches on 3rd

downs, in critical situations. When catching the ball in open space he has good speed to get additional YAC with

the ability to be elusive and run by solid DBs, good LBs and break through tackles. Exhibits good play strength

when base blocking at the POA because of his explosiveness, hand placement and ability to uncoil his hips with

power to stun the DE/OLB.  Good Combo blocking and 2nd level blocking ability with good quickness to get there 

taking good angles, solid hand strike and ability to sustain his block vs solid DBs and solid LBs. Solid ability to

chip and release DEs with good timing off the snap to block the inside shoulder to give his OT time to get wide

and protect the QB. Solid ability on Reach blocks, with high pad level and does not get his hat across the face of

the defender causing him to lose leverage. Solid in Pass Pro v. faster DL and LB’s due to footwork inconsistency

to get to his set points allowing defenders to push the pocket. Solid ability to anchor against good DE’s due to

high pad level allowing defenders to win his chest and push the pocket. Overall, starter that has good value as

run blocking, pass catching TE. He has good ability push the LOS with his play strength and find seams v zone

coverage, tracks the ball well in the air on vertical routes, and has the quickness to make yards after the catch. He

also could return kicks in a pinch.

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

127
Games Started

95
Games Won

Pad Level, Reach blocks, Pass Pro 

PROJECTION

Y & H
Winning %

48%
Positions Started

Prospect (Last, First)

Bennett, Martellus

Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO

Pro Position(s)

TE-Y-H
DOB (Age)

COLLEGE

1/10/87 (28)
Scout Name (Last, First) 

Wood, Kathleen

TEAM

CHICAGO BEARS08-2nd-DAL
YEAR – RD – TM

TEXAS A&M (TXAM)


